Septic arthritis of the temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ) is a rare disease that has been reported infrequently. To the best of the authors' knowledge, only one case of bilateral TMJ septic arthritis has been reported. The contamination may result from direct extension of adjacent infection (dental or ENT), from hematogenous spread of blood-borne organisms or from direct inoculation. The most common presenting are trismus and pain, although swelling, tenderness and erythema have also been described. In addition, patients may develop fever, regional lymphadenopathy and malocclusion. Through a successively bilateral case of TMJ arthritis, without obvious portal of entry of the bacteria, we will analyze characteristics and treatment of this disease.
Introduction
Septic arthritis of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) has rarely been reported [1] . This condition is mainly arises from direct extension of head and neck infection or occasionally by hematogenous dissemination [2] . The most common pathogen isolated in septic arthritis of TMJ is S aureus followed by Neisseria and streptococcus [2, 3] . Clinical manifestations include pain, swelling in the TMJ, trismus and malocclusion. Symptoms are often not as typical as they were previously, owing to the widespread use of antibiotics [1, 2] . Timely diagnosis with early treatment is the most significant predictor of a successful outcome [3] . Through a successively bilateral case of arthritis, without obvious portal of entry of the bacteria, we review literature and we will analyze characteristics and treatment of this topic. 
Patient and observation

Discussion
Septic arthritis of the temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ) has been reported infrequently [1] . To the best of the authors' knowledge, only one case of bilateral TMJ septic arthritis has been reported [2] . condylar hypertrophy or synovial chondromatosis [1, 3] . Imaging studies are helpful for diagnosis [7] . Joint space widening is generally demonstrated in panoramic in the acute stage [2] .
CT scan is advantageous in chronic stage because it can show the bony changes earlier in addition of peri-articular soft tissues and identify infectious osteoarthritis [8, 9] . Erosive changes were seen on the CT of our patient when she had been symptomatic only 2
weeks. The magnetic resonance imaging is recommended because its sensitivity for the early detection of increased joint effusion [2, 5] . Laboratory examinations are also helpful for the diagnosis if inflammatory signs are found but sometimes they can be normal because of the use of antibiotics [2] . 
Conclusion
Septic arthritis of the TMJ is a rarely reported entity whose occurrence might be more common if clinicians were aware of its possibility. Early diagnosis and treatment are essential to avoid possible sequelae and complications such as dissemination of infection, joint dysfunction, growth disturbances, fibrosis, and ankylosis.
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